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ABSTRACT
The push towards interoperability among different legacy systems in the industry has generated
the need for having an integrated platform for legacy systems. However, semantic discrepancy
between legacy systems and other applications has made integration a challenge. Current
integration approaches addressing legacy system integration have shown gaps that are hindering
broader integration. In this study, we aim to mitigate the gap by incorporating and evaluating
Ado.net Entity Framework Component model (EF), a component of Microsoft.Net to achieve
broader integration. Normalized System theory concepts are applied to provide more
systematical way of performing architectural evaluation. This dissertation employed design
science research methodology. It explored existing knowledge on EF Component, investigate
and analyze possibilities for improving integration. This research involves research activities
such as (1) design the artifact (prototype), (2) examine and evaluate the artifact using
Normalized System theory (NS Theory) and (3) come up with guide guidelines on how to use EF
component model within SOA to aid in integration. The results from the findings show that EF
component can be used to aid in integration but has some combinatorial effects especially in its
performance and scalability. However, after iterating and analyzing the prototype, this study
proposes our five key findings to be followed when using EF in legacy integration.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
1.0 INTRODUCTION
Large enterprises are typically supported by many applications. Many of these applications are
written in different programming languages. They are standalone systems designed with a sole
purpose of fulfilling a need in the organization and there are referred as legacy systems.
Enterprises depend on legacy systems for their operations. However, constant technological
changes have weakened the value of legacy systems as they now appear absolute; high cost to
maintain, poorly documented, complex structure [1]. Scrapping legacy systems and replacing
them with modern software applications poses a great business risk such as failure to create an
identical system like that was in use because of no proper documentation [1].
Integrating legacy systems can provide benefits such as standardization, effective support of
processes, using resources optimally, reducing sub-optimization and minimizing problems with
communication between different areas [2]. Integration in this context is referred to as the
process of linking together different computing systems and software applications physically or
functionally, to act as a coordinated whole.
It is very difficult to integrate existing systems components that are not originally designed to
work together. The business functionality remains locked within these applications and is often
not accessible for innovation. Most companies do not have the knowledge of accessing the
internal workings of the legacy systems due to lack of support from experienced colleagues [3].
Many of the legacy systems were developed using proprietary technologies and most of them
lack integration standards such as XML [4].
Consequently, the integration of applications is refered as the Enterprise Application Integration
(EAI). EAI solves the problem of integrating modular systems by treating integration as a task
1

for a system, like any other task, rather than a snarled mess of brittle connections. EAI systems
bundle together adapters for connectivity, data transformation engines to convert data to an
appropriate format for use by the consumer, modular integration engines to handle many
different complex routing scenarios simultaneously, and other components to present a unified
integration solution [3].
EAI is a broad field, where different types of integration approaches and technologies have been
developed [3]. Service oriented Architecture (SOA) approach is a promising approach in EAI
[4]. This type of integration revolves around logic level integration. SOA is an architectural
framework for distributed software system development in which software components are
packaged as Services. Under this paradigm, middleware such as Common Object Request
Architecture (CORBA), Java Enterprise Edition (JEE), DCOM, .NET Remoting, Web services
and Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) are used. These middleware acts as glue
between two applications, connecting two sides of applications and passing data between them.
However, these middleware do have some challenges and such challenges include the ones listed
below;


Proliferation of middleware technologies; a number of the middleware platforms are
designed for closed systems (systems which are isolated that have no interaction with
their external environments, their outputs are knowable only thorough their outputs which
are not dependent on the system being a closed or open system). For instance a
middleware for java systems only or a middleware for Microsoft systems only. This
means these middleware platforms are not able to work with different platforms and
languages. As such interfacing with legacy code written in different languages is difficult.
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Complex to configure- In the event that one wants to configure and deploy the legacy
systems with middleware, it becomes a tiresome task to assemble the components and
sometimes it may require redeveloping the legacy systems or making use of scripts which
is time consuming, risky and costly.

SOA as promising as it is, posses some challenges when it comes to the integration of legacy
systems. SOA approach fails to provide seamless access to legacy code and middleware which
makes it a challenge to integrate legacy systems [4]. This dissertation has identified this failure
as a gap that is hindering integrating of legacy system within SOA and this gap has formed the
basis of our dissertation.
As such this study uses data level integration approach of EAI. In data level integration, existing
data sources of legacy application are made accessible to new applications. The data can be
replicated in a new database and made accessible for new applications, or a database gateway
could be used [6]. Ado.net Entity Framework Component model (EF) is one of the prominent
ORM (Object Relational Mapping) component used in the field of data abstraction. It is a .Net
Component which moves the data in its most natural format to and from a permanent data
sources. It manages the databases and the mapping between the database and the object in the
programming side.

An Inclusion of EF component model within SOA requires an exhaustive study and
investigation into its underlying model. Since every component model is fairly comprehensive,
EF component model contains an associated methodology and architecture that needs to be used
while interoperating with other component models. Thus, the incorporation of any component
model into the SOA integration requires a thorough understanding and investigation of the
component model.
3

Despite the identification of success factors and design principles for EAI, and regardless of the
type of enterprise application integration [5], integration projects are often considered to be
complex. During integration, various nonfunctional requirements need to be taken into account,
such as performance, maintainability, evolvability and scalability. As a result, the life cycle of
information systems is altered by the integration project, and the complexity of adapting existing
applications needs to be considered in addition to the inherent complexity of the integration
project itself. Normalized Systems Theory (NS Theory) [6] proposed a structured approach to
handle this complexity. It provides a suitable basis for evaluating the quality of information
systems’ business architectures. A good example of an integrated platform should have high
quality and be able to evolve. Recently, NS theory has been proposed as a way to deal with
ever-changing requirements for software by building evolvable information systems, based on
the systems theoretic concept of stability [7].
This study used an EAI approach for integration legacy systems, incorporating EF in its
architecture and introduces (NS) Theory to perform an evaluation of the enterprise architecture.
In this dissertation we try to contribute to the solution of the problems of integration by
designing an evolving prototype system that supports multiple legacy systems thereby promoting
broader integration in software developments.
1.2 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Microsoft.Net Framework is a technology from the Microsoft Corporation which can promote
broader integration of systems [9]. Microsoft.Net Framework also deals with the integrations
issues/challenges such as data mismatch, pattern mismatch, protocol mismatch and data format
which are normally associated with systems that are of different platforms. Microsoft.Net
framework support building and running coherent applications and services capable to address
the current needs of individual and large organization. It is composed of many components and
4

one of the components called Common Language Runtime (CLR) provides the execution
environment to manage and execute .Net application [10]. It enforces code robustness by using a
component called Common Type System (CTS) which provides a common set of data types
known as base types. The base types allow objects written in different .Net Language to interact
with each other.
Microsoft.Net framework includes components such EF and WCF in its architecture [10]. These
components are from the same vendor which is Microsoft which means that the data definitions,
protocol used, data patterns and data format are the same thereby encouraging integration.
EF enables developers to work with data in the form of domain- specific objects and properties
for instance student name, student address, Date of birth etc, without having to be concerned
with the underlying databases, table and the columns where the data is stored. Traditionally, a
developer had to have the knowledge of the data engine used to store and retrieve data, the
relationships of the database table, the data types and formats used and then map them using
programming code to the objects in the programming side. It is an object relation mapper (ORM)
[11], which means it moves the data in its most natural format to and from a permanent data
sources. It manages the databases and the mapping between the database and the object in the
programming side.
On the other hand, WCF is another component of Microsoft.net framework used to develop
distributed service oriented applications. It is the middleware used to enable communication
across platform in distributed environment. It is a unified programming model for developing
service oriented architecture (SOA). It combines the features of all .Net middleware technologies
such as COM+ services, .Net Remoting and Web services.
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SOA has emerged as an effective paradigm in the enterprises computing space for addressing
software integration. The service oriented approach has led to the emergence of middleware for
integrating purposes. These middleware are softwares that connect to otherwise separate
applications. It acts as glue between two applications, connecting two sides of applications and
passing data between them. Middleware encapsulates specific services or a set of services to
provide reusable building blocks that can compose to develop distributed systems.
Examples of mostly used middleware include Common Object Request Architecture (CORBA),
Java Enterprise Edition (JEE), DCOM, .NET Remoting, Web services and Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF). However these middleware do have some challenges which
have been mentioned above.
Therefore, since middleware from SOA are still not completely solving the problems in
integration, the question that follows is how then do we get access to the legacy code of legacy
system so as to achieve integration using WCF as our middleware?
This question has formed the basis of our dissertation research. This research uses EF
component, an ORM tool to be used in aiding legacy system within SOA. EF with the capability
of systematically abstracting and persistence data from the relational databases of the legacy
systems is used to access data from the legacy applications. However not much has been done on
how the EF component model should be used for integration in the context of legacy system
integration.
1.3 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The main problems addressed by this dissertation are mostly related and dependent on tackling
issues that arise while bridging different component of the middleware and legacy components
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within SOA. There are disparities that exist between legacy components and middleware
components, hence the need for EF component model. The core common problems/issues
include;


No interoperability among the legacy systems and middleware- middleware platforms
are not able to work with different platforms and languages. As such interfacing with
legacy code written in different languages is difficult.



Conversion problems- data from the legacy systems cannot be convert to the language
that can be understood by the middleware and vice-versa, because of different data
formats, protocols for communications.



Complex to configure- In the event that one wants to configure and deploy the legacy
systems with middleware, it becomes a tiresome task to assemble the components and
sometimes it may require redeveloping the legacy systems or making use of scripts which
is time consuming, risky and costly.



Conflicting data stored in different locations results in higher operations costs, reduced
customer satisfaction, and other negative impacts to an organization's bottom line.

1.4 OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this research is to evaluate EF component model based on the criteria such
as performances, mapping, evolving, abstraction and scalability. The objective of this
dissertation of encompassing EF into SOA is subdivided into three specific objectives;


Investigate and understand the basic idea of service oriented based methodology that
enables interoperability among software system.



Develop EF Component Model and WCF service. EF Component Model and WCF
represent basic components to prove the concept of the proposed system.
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Evaluate the prototype based on NS Theory and come up with recommended guidelines
for a broader and evolving integration method.

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The main research question is how should software development projects that focus on service
oriented approach such as WCF incorporate the EF Component model for legacy system
integration?
The research question can be broken down into sub question as follows;


What are the motives and goals for incorporating EF Component model in legacy system
integration?



What are the most important factors/criteria to consider when adopting the EF
Component model in WCF service and legacy system?



What are the most important guidelines for adopting EF Component model in WCF
services and legacy system?

1.6 JUSTIFICATION
This dissertation evaluates EF Component model to promote broader integration. From the
literature review, previous employed methodologies such as point-to point integration, reengineering and web service integration did not adequately address the above mentioned
challenges in integration. EF Component model is a data access technology for Microsoft world
and most of the new frameworks, technologies and tools work with Microsoft technologies.
However to be able to address the problems mentioned, EF component model was investigated
and evaluated against criteria such mapping; abstraction; performance and scalability. The result
of the dissertation can be used as guidelines to the software maintainers, who are forced to work
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independently with each system. Hence, software integration project managers, systems
maintainers, system administrators and system developers are the target audience of the
dissertation.
1.7 CONTRIBUTION
Our contribution in this dissertation is to promote broader integration in legacy systems using EF
component model. The model was to be applied with modifications to many object-oriented
applications that take advantages of the capability and versatility of SOA. We evaluated the use
of EF component in SOA environment using NS theory to designing an evolving integration
system that support multiple legacy system thereby promoting broader integration in software
developments.
1.8 SCOPE
The scope of this dissertation outlines the design and implementation of a service oriented
system that enables interoperability among legacy components using EF Component model.
Though they are other integration mechanism such as Extract Transform Load (ETL),
Enterprises Service Bus (ESB) and Message Oriented Middleware, this research target the
service oriented integration method in creating two types of research component namely EF
Component model and WCF to be used to promote integration in object oriented legacy software
systems.
1.9 ORGANIZATION OF THE DISSERTATION
This dissertation comprises of 4 chapters. The chapters include introduction, literature review,
research methodology, and conclusion and implication. The research starts by discussing the
problem domains, objectives, expected outcome, scope, and significances of the research. A brief
description regarding the organization of the research is provided. This material is presented in
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Chapter 1 Introduction. Chapter 2 is the literature review and focus on the generic information
on EF and WCF. Then, the chapter will also focus on the integration approach EAI, and chapter
3 is the related works. Chapter 4 explains the methods involved in the research and finally
Chapter 5 is Conclusion and recommendations.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
2.0 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the literature of our research. The discussion aims to identify the broad
basis for our research. This chapter also discusses the understanding and the critical points of the
current knowledge regarding the selected approach- Enterprise Application Integration (EAI),
Normalized System Theory (NS Theory) and Goal-Question-Metric Approach. EAI acts as the
preference and basic architecture of the proposed service integration systems. In concluding this
chapter, the last issue to discuss is the related works.
2.1 LEGACY SYSTEMS
Legacy systems herein can be referred as the standalone systems designed with sole purpose of
fulfilling a particular need in an organization. Legacy systems are very important in the day to
day running of the business; therefore their existence serves a powerful purpose in the business
as they are flexible, scalable and more often they are customized to the needs of a particular
department [1]. As your large enterprise grows, your IT challenges grow with it. Virtually all
enterprises have legacy applications and databases [2], and they want to continue to use them
while adding or migrating to a new set of applications that utilize the Internet, e-commerce, the
extranet, and other new technologies.
In addition, as organizations expand and merge their IT platform deployments often become
fragmented. For example, different departments within an organization may use different
applications and persistence mechanisms to access the same data. As a result, some data, such as
customer information, may exist in multiple locations. These may cause problems such as lack of
efficiency (having to enter the same data multiple times) and inconsistency in data that is stored
in different locations. Conflicting data stored in different locations results in higher operations
costs, reduced customer satisfaction, and other negative impacts to an organization's bottom line.
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Having a unified view of all mission-critical data is beyond the capabilities of such a fragmented
system.
Today, legacy systems must be designed to be capable of integrating with other applications
within the enterprise. However, scrapping legacy systems and replacing them with more modern
software involves significant business risk. Replacing a legacy system is a risky business strategy
for a number of reasons [1]: a) there is rarely a complete specification of the legacy system.
Therefore, there is no straightforward way of specifying a new system, which is functionally
identical to the system that is in use, b) Business processes and the ways in which legacy systems
operate are often inextricably inter-twined. If the system is replaced, these processes will also
have to change, with potentially unpredictable costs and consequences, c) important business
rules may be embedded in the software and may not be documented elsewhere, d) new software
development is itself risky because there may be unexpected problems with a new system [1].

Connecting to your legacy applications saves the time and expense of having to migrate the
legacy applications, and it provides a mechanism for tying together fragmented IT platforms. For
years, IT departments have created point-to-point mechanisms, and middleware developers have
written millions of lines of code for achieving interoperability of data sources and applications.
Benefits of interfacing with legacy applications include [2];


Reduced IT costs due. Historically, most organizations have addressed interface
challenges by writing large amounts of code. Employing well-designed solutions can
reduce the initial financial and time outlays as well as the ongoing maintenance costs of
this effort.
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Reduced operational costs through more efficient value-chain processes. Automating
key value-chain processes that reduce business process cycle times can reduce costs in
many ways. For example, a more efficient supply chain can reduce the cost of carrying
inventory.



Higher customer satisfaction and loyalty through new services and programs.
Interface projects are essential for offering new information and business services more
quickly than your competitors. For example, key online customer "self-service"
operations function more easily when connecting the appropriate systems.



Better and faster business decisions. Aggregating business information and making it
available in near-real time can fundamentally improve your ability to make better
business decisions more quickly than your competitors can.

One of the promising approaches in legacy system integration is based on the service oriented
approach [3]. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a recent architectural framework for
distributed software system development in which software components are packaged as
Services.
2.2 SERVICE ORIENTED ARCHITECTURE
In the SOA paradigm, functionality is exposed as services thereby enabling service requesters
and service providers to interact through messages. Service orientation provides guidelines and
principles that govern the creation, implementation and management of services.
Software development is facing a major transformation from an application based to service
oriented architecture both within and across enterprise boundaries. The question is why SOA?
Organization have been building software from scratch or buying from the vendors to suit the
needs of the organization. This has lead to islands of systems which cannot correlate and involve
13

duplication, errors and unstable data. These are the systems we are calling legacy systems in this
research. Some of the identified problems from literature include; [1]


A lack of clean interface making integration with other systems difficult.



No interoperability among the systems.



Overlapping functions meaning that a lot of data replication is needed to keep the parts in
synchronization.



Conversion problems- data conversion because of different data formats, protocols for
communications.



Personnel problem- the out of date applications systems are usually run by people who
have never worked with newer technologies.

How SOA Works
To understand SOA, consider the architecture commonly found in most organization; dataoriented systems. Departments share information through emails and media. For instance one
department may request information about the number of customers who are still outstanding in
their payments. To do so, the department which is being requested will respond by putting the
information on an excel sheet and send to the other department. That department will take it from
an excel sheet and store it in their databases. Such communication between these two systems can
be time-consuming and sometimes result inconsistence data, in the sense that any change that
happens after the data has been sent to other department will not be captured, thereby causing
conflict data and inconsistent data.

14

The following figure displays the building blocks of SOA.

Figure 1: Blocks of SOA
From figure 1, SOA consists of the following building blocks


Service provider: Publishes a service and registers it in the public registry.



Service broker: Enables the service consumers to find the service providers that meet the
required data.



Service Consumer: Use a service provider to complement process by binding to a service
that is provided by the service provider.

The SOA approach does away with these problems mentioned above in legacy applications.
Instead an application is structured as a set of services orchestrated by business process. The
legacy systems communicate with each other through services. For instance consider the example
above; if legacy system (A) in one department receives information about the customers, that
information will be stored in service broker which is the registry in the service and the Legacy
system A will be the service provider as shown in figure 1 above. When now the legacy systems
B from department request information about the customers from A, it goes through service
broker and consumes it, and this legacy system is the Services consumer. However these two
15

systems must be bound to the service. SOA is viewed as the way to bind loosely coupled service
or software components from different legacy or open standard applications to empower business
agility and facilitate the reusability of the software assets [12].
In SOA approach, services are primarily implemented using WCF. WCF provides a SOA
technology that offers the ability to link two non-compatible applications to communicate. SOA
approach coupled with WCF simplifies interconnection among existing IT systems. WCF is a
Microsoft .Net framework product providing a platform for building services oriented
applications.
2.3 HOW WCF WORKS
WCF enables two applications to communicate across platforms in a distributed environment.
All communication with a WCF service occurs through the endpoints of the service. An endpoint
of a WCF service acts as a gateway for communicating with other applications. It is composed of
an address, a binding, and a contract known as the ABC of endpoint, as shown in the following
figure.

Figure 2: ABC endpoints of WCF
16

The address of a WCF service, from figure 2 specifies the location where the service resides. It
is represented in the form of a URL that defines:


The protocol to be used for sending and receiving messages.



The name of the system where the service runs.



The port number at which the service listens to the client requests.



The path where the service resides and the name of the service.

Binding from figure 2 describes how a WCF service communicates with a client application. It
specifies the communication details required to connect to the endpoint of a WCF service. It
consists of the message encoder and protocol binding element. WCF provides the following
types of bindings to enable a client application to communicate with a WCF service:
Contract from figure 2 exposes the interfaces, classes, methods, and variables of a WCF service
to enable client applications to access and use them. A WCF service may contain the following
types of contracts:


Service contract
o Acts as an entry point to access a WCF service.
o Is implemented as an interface.



Operation contract
o Exposes the operations that a service can perform.
o Defines the methods of a WCF service and the parameters and return types of the
methods.
o Is defined by declaring the [OperationContract] attribute in the WCF service.
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Data contract
o Is used to expose user-defined data types in a WCF service.
o Serializes the user-defined data types in a standard format (XML).
o Is defined by using the [DataContract] attribute in the WCF service, as shown in the
following code snippet:
[DataContract]
public class Employees
{

[DataMember]

public int emp_id;
[DataMember]
public int emp_name;
}


Message contract
o Describes the structure of a message exchanged between a WCF service and a
client application.
o Enables you to inspect and control the information contained in a message.
o Is defined by using the [MessageContract], [MessageBodyMember], and
[MessageHeader]attributes, as shown in the following code snippet:
[MessageContract]
public class StoreMessage
18

{
[MessageHeader]
public DateTime CurrentTime;
[MessageBodyMember]
public Employees emp_id; }

Hosting and Consuming Services in WCF
To host a WCF service, you need to create a .NET application, which can be either a console
application or a Windows application.


To create the application, you need to perform the following steps:
1. Add the reference of the System.ServiceModel namespace in the application and
include the System.ServiceModel namespace.
2. Embed the code for the WCF service in the application.

Any client application that has the required permissions can consume a WCF service. A client
application can be a console application, a Web application, a desktop application, or another
service. The process of consuming a WCF service largely depends on the way in which you host
the service. To consume a self-hosted WCF service, you need to create either a console or a
Windows application (client application). To enable a client application access a self-hosted
WCF service, you need to perform the following tasks:
1. Use the System.ServiceModel namespace.
2. Create an object of the binding that you want to use.
19

3. Create an object of the ChannelFactory class.
4. Create an object of the interface of the WCF service and use the CreateChannel()
method to initialize it with the reference to the proxy.
5. Call the methods of the WCF service by using the object of the interface of the
WCF service.
6. Compile and execute the application.
2.4 INTEGRATING LEGACY SYSTEMS WITHIN THE SOA
SOA can be used to modernize the legacy systems. SOA focuses on exchange of information
among major software components. The primary purpose of adoption of SOA is to improve
business communication so that goals of the enterprises can be more readily realized. SOA
through its middleware provide a data bridge between incompatible technologies.
However although SOA presents many promising advantage for integrating legacy systems,
many issues need to be resolved. First of all, legacy systems usually have proprietary data
definitions (systems design exclusively for a specific vendor). This often creates the semantic
discrepancy between them and other applications. The gap between the proprietary data
definition and SOA semantic foundation needs to be bridged. The service oriented approach has
led to the emergence of middleware for integrating purposes. Examples of mostly used
Middleware includes Common Object Request Architecture (CORBA), Java Enterprise Edition
(JEE), DCOM, .NET Remoting, Web services and Windows Communication Foundation
(WCF). However, with these middleware in place, challenges still exist. The middleware
platforms are designed for closed systems. This means that these middleware platform are not
able to work with different platforms and languages, interface with legacy code written in
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different languages and interoperate across multiple middleware used by different components
developers.
This gap between the legacy systems and SOA middleware has formed the basis of our research.
This gap hinders integration and results in the following problems;


No interoperability among the legacy systems and middleware- the middleware platforms
are not able to work with different platforms and languages. As such interfacing with
legacy code written in different languages is difficult.



Conversion problems- data from the legacy systems cannot be convert to the language
that can be understood by the middleware and vice-versa, because of different data
formats, protocols for communications.



Complex to configure- In the event that one wants to configure and deploy the legacy
systems with middleware, it becomes a tiresome task to assemble the components and
sometimes it may require redeveloping the legacy systems or making use of scripts which
is time consuming, risky and costly.



Conflicting data stored in different locations results in higher operations costs, reduced
customer satisfaction, and other negative impacts to an organization's bottom line.

2.5 EF COMPONENT MODEL
In today’s scenario most of the applications are developed using object- oriented programming
(OOP) paradigm. At the same time, the relational databases are used to store and retrieve the data
processed in the application [16]. However, there is a mismatch in how data is processed in OOP
and stored in relational database tables. ORM have been developed to map the classes of the
application to the databases tables so that the data of an object can be directly stored in the
database tables. ORM is a layer that is responsible to bridge a gap between object-oriented
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program and relational database [17]. It provides the object with a persistent service which
means that the ability to read from and write data to and delete data from source.
It is from this idea that our research uses EF Component model to enable it to work with
relational data as domain specific object, eliminating the need for programming codes to access
data from the legacy systems to WCF. This dissertation uses EF Component model to access the
legacy system data through its database and pass it to the SOA middleware (WCF) which use an
object oriented programming for its operation.
2.5.1 Why EF Component model
EF is a new technology which continues to exist and improves with time. Researchers in the
literature review have researched about this technology and have even compared it with other
ORM tools such as NHibernate, LINQ to SQL, Dappers. Below are some experimental research
conducted to compare the performance of the ORM. EF component model was called Entity
Framework in these experimental studies.
The first experimental study from our literature was to compare four ORM, to test performance.
The ORM include the following [18]


Entity Framework 4.1.



Entity Framework 5.0 beta.



Dapper 1.8.



LINQ to SQL.
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The test scenarios were as follows


Insert of N rows to the database, each row contains random data.



Bulk select of N random rows from the database.

[14]

Figure 3: Insert of N rows to the database, each row contains random data
From the figure 3 they are four ORM technologies under experiment. The experiment starts with
records between 1- 10 records then increase to 100 up until 10000. The graph shows that the
entity frameworks are faster ORM tools as far as speed is concerned. This is probably because
Entity framework performs some optimization before sending the data to the database. However,
as we have noticed in the above experiment, the results showed that over small number of items
Entity framework is the fastest in all tests, and tend to drop in speed as the number of items
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increases. This is of critical importance when picking an ORM. What this means is that if you
have an application such as a website which is performing a bunch of small requests to your
database to render your page Entity Framework 5 is going to be really quick (so long as you
follow a few pointers on how to set up your context).

Figure 4: Bulk select of N random rows from the database [14]
From figure 4 it can be explained that when doing a select where statement with a small number
of matches both Entity framework performs faster for small items. The result shows that bulk
select for few items is much faster with Entity framework as compared to other ORM tools. Thus
the phrase “smaller is better”, meaning for small item Entity framework is faster.
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EF was compared with other ORM and in all cases it proved to be a better option for data
abstractions. We interpreted the outcome of the experiment and we come with the following
explanations;
The first big difference between the Entity Framework and LINQ to SQL is that the EF has a full
provider model which means that as providers come online , you will be able to use the EF
against not only SQL Server and SQL CE but also Oracle, DB2, Informix, MySQL, Postgres, etc
[16]. EF is constantly updated and has very good support from Microsoft Corporation and can be
used for different technologies. The second reason we investigated was that hat LINQ to SQL
provides very limited mapping capabilities.
Second Experiment
The second experimental research from the literature review, a comparison was made between
NHibernate and EF Component model testing the performance [16].
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The results

[16]
Figure 5: A comparative evaluation of query performance with DataReader, NHibernate
and Entity Framework
From the analysis of this experimental research the researchers concluded that the Entity
Framework appears to perform well compared to NHibernate. In fact, the performance of its
three querying mechanisms is slightly better than that of NHibernate. This could be explained by
different caching strategies employed by the EF [16].
The EF was specifically structured to separate the process of mapping queries/shaping results
from building objects and tracking changes. This makes it easier to create a conceptual model
which is how you want to think about your data and then reuse that conceptual model for a
number of other services besides just building objects. Meanwhile, Microsoft managed to build
EDM awareness into a variety of other Microsoft products so that if you have an Entity Data
Model, you should be able to automatically create REST-oriented web services over that model
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(ADO.Net Data Services aka Astoria), write reports against that model (Reporting Services),
synchronize data between a server and an offline client store where the data is moved atomically
as entities even if those entities draw from multiple database tables on the server, create
workflows[10].
EF is not longer just ORM tool, but also a tool that can be used in EAI for integration purposes.
2.5.2 Other Reasons Why EF Component Model was chosen
Coherent with .Net framework- Entity framework is very closely integrated with other parts of
other parts of the .NET framework, including areas such as ADO.NET Data Services.
NHibernate does not benefit from this degree of integration and given that it has its roots in the
Java world, it does not fit snugly with the .NET framework. Until pretty recently nHibernate did
not provide decent support for commonly-used paradigms such as LINQ and IQueryable which
made it more of a struggle for .NET developers to start working with.
Testability - EF have always provided good support for testability as they allow you total
control over your code design. The most recent version of the Entity Framework has addressed
this issue by exposing the code generation mechanism which is driven by T4 templates.
Templates are now available for a variety of class design strategies, including fully testable
POCO classes.
Support and longevity -The Entity Framework looks like a fairly safe bet at the moment,
particularly given the fact that Microsoft have addressed many of its earlier shortcomings in the
most recent release. NHibernate has a large development community behind it and is continuing
to mature as a technology, but much of this support may have arisen out of the lack of any
serious ORM technology being provided by Microsoft [10].
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2.6 HOW DOES EF COMPONENT MODEL WORK
EF is useful in three scenarios;


If you already have the existing database or you want to design your database first then
other parts of the application.

Figure 6: Generate Data Access Classes for Existing database
In above figure 6, EF Component model creates data access classes for your existing
database, so that you can use these classes to interact with the database instead of
ADO.Net directly.



If you have domain classes and then create the database from your domain classes

Figure 7: Create Database from Domain Classes
In the above figure 7 EF Component model can also creates the database from your
domain classes, thus you can focus on your domain driven design.


If you want to design your database schema on the visual designer and then create the
database and classes.
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Figure 8: Create Database and Classes from the DB Model design
In the above figure 8 EF Component model provides you a model designer where you can design
you DB model and then EF creates database and classes based on db model.
EF Component model includes three main parts: Domain class objects, Relational database
objects and Mapping information on how domain objects map to relational database objects
(tables, views & stored procedures). EF Component model allows us to keep our database design
separate from our domain class design. This makes the application maintainable and extendable.
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2.6.1 EF Component Model Architecture

Figure 9: EF Component model architecture [16]
EF Component model use Entity Data Model to describe all the entities and relationship in the
domain. The EDM consist three main parts- Conceptual model, Mapping and Storage model.
Conceptual model is your model classes and their relationships. This will be independent from
your database table design. Storage model is your database design model which includes tables,
views, stored procedures and their relationships and keys. Mapping model contains information
about how your conceptual model is mapped to storage model. The framework has entity client
provider which work on the EDM and it is the data provider, convert LINQ to Entities or Entity
SQL queries into SQL query which is understood by underlying database. It communicates with
ADO.Net data provider which in turn sends or retrieves data from database. Object Services is
another component important and is responsible for materialization which is process of
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converting data returned from entity client data provider (next layer) to an entity object structure.
The framework has two types of methods for querying data, Entity SQL and LINQ to Entities.
LINQ to Entities is query language used to write queries against the object model. It returns
entities which are defined in the conceptual model. Entity SQL is again a query language same
as LINQ to Entities. However it is little more difficult than L2E and also developer need to learn
it separately [12]. All the components are presented in the figure above.

Advantages of the EF are as follows;


Works with a variety of database servers (including Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, and
DB2).



Integrates well into all the .NET application programming models including ASP.NET,
Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), Windows Communication Foundation (WCF),
and WCF Data Services.



Provides integrated Visual Studio tools to visually create entity models and to autogenerate models from an existing database. New databases can be deployed from a
model, which can also be hand-edited for full control.



Includes a rich mapping engine that can handle real-world database schemas and works
well with stored procedures.

Benefits of EF are as follows; [15]


Applications are freed from hard-coded dependencies on a particular data engine or
storage schema by supporting a conceptual model that is independent of the
physical/storage mode.
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Mappings between the object model and the storage-specific schema can change without
changing the application code.

2.7 THE APPROACHES USED
The literature review follows a deductive approach using evaluation methods to inform the
research phenomena. We used two evaluation methods the NS Theory and (GQM) approach; NS
theory provides a suitable basis for evaluating the quality of information systems’ business
architectures. It is based on the observation that the presence of combinatorial effects influences
the flexibility and evolvability of a system in a negative manner [7].The GQM provides a
systematic method to find and define tailored metrics for a particular environment. It helps to
interpret the values resulting from the collection of these metrics [35]. We also choose the EAI
approach to design the prototype for evaluation.
Below is the literature review of the approaches we used
2.7.1 Enterprise Application Integration
There are numerous technologies used in the integration platform and some we have already
discussed them, but our research focuses on Enterprise Application Integration. Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) approach was first introduced in the mid- 1990s [20]. EAI is the
unrestricted sharing of data and business process among any connected applications and data
sources in the enterprise [21]. EAI is a business computing term for plans, method, and tools that
are aimed at modernizing, consolidating, and coordinating the overall computer functionality in
an enterprise. From these definitions, it can be determined that EAI is the key approach to
incorporate existing systems of a single organization into a broader application context.
Legacy system usually cannot communicate to one another in terms of their data sharing and the
business logic. Among the reasons include:
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Heterogeneity of the programming language



Diversity of application platform



Complexity of legacy system in terms of their business logic and requirements



Incompatible applications interface

For these reasons, EAI plays an important role to link the applications within the organization in
order to achieve objectives such as [3]:


Data and information integration within a company network.



To provide single consistent integration interfaces for applications interaction purposes.



To enable business logic sharing among each application to another.



To centralize business policies and rules to encourage vendor independent among each of
the integration participants.

In this research, Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is chosen for our proposed system to
implement concepts of EAI approach because of its suitability to integrate enterprise application.
2.7.1.1 EAI Architecture
EAI is an approach that has been researched over a decade now and many improvements on it
has taken place. Many researchers have proposed two basic architectures of EAI which are
Hub/Spoke Architecture and Bus Architecture.
Hub/ Spoke Architecture
Hub/Spoke architecture uses a centralized broker (Hub) and adapters (Spoke) which connect
applications to Hub.
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Figure 10: Hub/Spoke Architecture [21]
From figure 10, Spoke connects to application and convert application data format to a format
which Hub understands and vice versa. Hub on the other hand brokers all messages and takes
care of content transformation/translation of the incoming message into a format the destination
system understands and routing the message. Adapters take data from source application and
publish messages to the message broker, which, in turn, does transformation/translation/routing
and passes messages to subscribing adapter which sends it to destination application(s) [3].
Bus Architecture
Bus architecture uses a central messaging backbone (bus) for message propagation [21].
Applications would publish messages to bus using adapters. These messages would flow to
subscribing applications using message bus. Subscribing applications will have adapters which
would take message from bus and transform the message into a format required for the
application. Key difference between hub/spoke and bus topology is that for the bus architecture,
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the integration engine that performs message transformation and routing is distributed in the
application adapters and bus architecture requires an application adapter to run on the same
platform as the original applications.
2.7.2 Normalized System Theory
The NS theory is theoretically founded on the concept of stability from systems theory [7, 19].
According to systems theory, stability is an essential property of systems. For a system to be
stable, a bounded input should result in a bounded output, even if an unlimited time period
considered [7] This implies that the software architecture should not only satisfy the current
requirements, but should also support future requirements. The Normalized Systems approach
uses the systems theoretic concept of stability [7, 19] as the basis for developing information
systems.
Information systems exhibiting stability with respect to a defined set of changes are called
Normalized Systems [7], [19]. In contrast, when changes do require increasing effort as the
system grows, combinatorial effects are said to occur [7], [19]. In order to obtain stable
information systems, these combinatorial effects should be eliminated.
It has been formally proven that any violation of any of the following theorems will result in
combinatorial effects that negatively impact evolvability [7]:


Separation of Concerns, which states that each concern (i.e., each change driver) needs
to be encapsulated in an element, separated from other concerns.



Action Version Transparency, which declares an action entity, should be updateable
without impacting the action entities it is called by.



Data Version Transparency, which indicates a data entity, should be updateable without
impacting the action entities it is called by.
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Separation of States, which states all actions in a workflow should be separated by state
(and called in a stateful way).

Looking at one of the theorem Separation of concern describes that, any external technology
which is used (i.e., any library, framework, or programming language which is not the
background technology) should be considered as a change driver, since the evolution of that
technology can be different than the background technology. As a result, the use of external
technologies should always be separated in a separate construct. When programming manually,
the programmer ultimately decides on the separation of concerns in constructs, and needs to take
into account all implications of the theorems at all times. This makes it very unlikely to attain
software free of combinatorial effects without the use of higher-level primitives or patterns.
Therefore, NS Theory proposes a set of five elements (action, data, workflow, connector and
trigger) that serve as patterns. These elements consist of modules (i.e., software constructs in a
certain background technology such as JEE) which are separated based on the implications of the
NS theorems (e.g., every external technology is separated). Based on these elements, NS
software is generated in a relatively straightforward way through the use of the NS expansion
mechanism. For this purpose, dedicated software (called NS expanders) was built by the
Normalized Systems eXpanders factory (NSX).
This study evaluates the inclusion of EF into SOA architecture using Normalized System theory.
Our contribution is to be able to promote broader integration which is stable and less
combinational effects. As such NST is the base of our evaluation.
2.7.3 The Goal Question Metric Approach
The Goal Question Metric (GQM) was developed in response to the need for a goal-oriented
approach that would support the measurement of processes and products in the soft-ware
engineering domain. The GQM Paradigm (sometimes called the GQM approach) supports a top36

down approach to defining the goals behind measuring software processes and products, and
using these goals to decide precisely what to measure (choosing metrics) [22].
The GQM approach is a systematic method to find and define tailored metrics for a particular
environment [35]. The GQM approach helps to identify the reasons why particular metrics are
chosen. It also helps to interpret the values resulting from the collection of these metrics .It
consists of the following steps [35];


Starting from the definition of goals that should be achieved by the conducted
measurements. A goal is defined using a template which consists of the following parts:
 Purpose What should be achieved by the measurement?
Issue Which characteristics should be measured?
Object Which artefact will be assessed (this may be a product, a process or a
resource)?
Viewpoint From which perspective is the goal defined (e.g. the end user or the
development team)?



The next step is to define questions that will, when answered, provide information that
will help to find a solution to the goal.



To answer these questions quantitatively every question is associated with a set of
metrics. It has to be considered that not only objective metrics can be collected here. Also
metrics that are subjective to the viewpoint of the goal can be listed here.
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Figure 11: GQM structure as defined in [35]
The final objective must be improvement of products and processes. Measurement should be
viewed as an infrastructure technology that is necessary to achieve systematic improvement [35]
Measurement is necessary to characterize the current state of affairs quantitatively; i.e., to derive
a quantitative baseline. A “quantitative baseline” is nothing other than a model that captures
some concrete information about the status quo. For example, the statement “90% of all faults in
a design document are detected by project XYZ’s design inspections” is a quantitative baseline
[36].
2.8 SUMMARY
This chapter provided a description of the integration technologies. It also gave the description of
the Microsoft technologies for integration such as EF Component model and Windows
Communication Language (WCF). The chapter also briefly introduced the EAI which is the
approach we used to integrate the legacy systems and NS Theory which is used to evaluate the
prototype. The GQM is the standard metric which is used to evaluate the criteria mentioned
above. The SOA is implemented using WCF in the integration processes and have problems in
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extracting data from the legacy systems codes. As such there is a need for an approach that
bridges the gap between legacy systems and the SOA.
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CHAPTER 3: RELATED WORKS
3.0 INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the approaches that are being used or that have been used to solve
problems in integration. This chapter identified four approaches used in solving integration
problems; these are Migration approach, point to point, the EAI approaches (Enterprises service
Bus (ESB) and Message Oriented Middleware (MOM)). Below are the discussions of these
approaches

3.1 MIGRATION APPROACH
A web service is middleware used to integrated legacy systems [13]. Web service may be
integrated with the legacy systems by presenting a stack of interrelated protocols such as SOAP,
WSDL and UDDL to support integration. SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), is the
communication protocol utilized by the web services. It is an XML data encoding standard and
platform independent. WSDL (Web Service Description Language)

is used to define the

abstract and concrete interface of web services. Like SOAP it understands XML grammar and
platform independent. UDDI -The UDDI is a Business Registry standard for indexing Web
Services, and enables businesses to find preferred services and transact with one another [14].
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Figure 12: Life Cycle of a Web service
Figure 12 shows life cycle of a Web service consists of the following fundamental operations:


Publishing services: In this operation, the service providers publish their services to a
service broker (UDDI). Published services contain information about the location of the
service providers, supporting information, and service information definition.



Finding services: In this operation, a service consumer accesses the service broker to
find the required services.



Binding services: In this operation, the binding process authenticates the consumers and
binds them to the specific services provided by the service provider.

A web service is the middleware but the gap between the legacy systems and web services is
dealt by re-engineering the legacy systems. Re-engineering the legacy system first, then writing
the legacy system from scratch and then migrate to a new web environment. The legacy systems
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had to be re- engineered and their behavior needs to be specified in terms of well defined object
oriented interface. After re-engineering legacy systems needs to be migrated into service web so
that they can be exposed and consume the web service. The legacy system will now have to be
wrapped. Wrapping means surrounding existing data, individual programs, application and
interface with new interface .In other words, this gives old components a new operation look.
The wrapped components acts as server, performing some functions required by an external
client that does not need to know how the service is implemented.
This approach involves practically moving an existing, operational systems to a new platform;
retain the legacy systems and causing a little disruption to the existing operational and business
environment as possible. This is a great challenge and can cause data inconsistent with the
database. Some of the weaknesses of migration approach are listed below [15];


Rewriting legacy systems can amount to reinventing these systems from scratch. This can
be extremely costly and sometimes result in solutions that are less reliable and costeffective than the original.



Data mismatch and Inconsistence- To populate the target database, there is a lot of work
to do. Data must be mapped at instance level.



Time consuming-A lot of time might be spent on testing which is ongoing process during
migration.

3.2 POINT TO POINT INTEGRATION MODEL
The use of unique connectors in the form of programming scripts is another integration approach
that has been advocated by other researchers. The legacy systems and the middleware had to be
bridged using programming script. The approach uses connectors for integration and automation
[1]. This connector handles all data transformation, integration and other related services that
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must take place between only the specific pair of integration [24]. When used with small
infrastructure, where two or three systems must be integrated, this model can work quite well,
providing a lightweight integration solution tailor made to the needs of the infrastructure.
This approaches of point to point integration present several limitations such as follows


Requires number of different programming scripts for particular systems. For instance
each application has its own script to exchange data with middleware.



When there is a new application introduced, an programming script needs to be modified
to account for the differences in protocols and formats supported by the new applications.



Remember that each of these connectors must be separately developed and maintained
across system version changes, scalability changes, and more (or, in some cases, even
purchased at high cost from a vendor), and the unsuitability of point-to-point integration
for complex enterprise scenarios becomes painfully clear.

3.3 ENTERPRISE SERVICE BUS (ESB)
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a standard integration platform that exploits web services,
messaging middleware, intelligent routing, protocol transformation, and service mapping in a
distributed environment to connect and coordinate the interaction of diverse system applications
[17]. In an integration process, ESB supports service request and response communication
between the service provider and the service consumer via a service bus (messaging backbone).
Hence, it also support more-complex message exchange patterns (MEPs) via the event-driven
and standard based bus.
ESB Architecture
The architecture of the ESB takes the form of Bus Architecture of EAI but with some additional
advance enhancement. ESB is implemented in five tier distributed architecture. The tiers include
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enterprise service bus; web services providers, database servers, application interface and
application servers. The figure below depicts the ESB architecture;

Figure 13: ESB Architecture [21]
The key benefits to implement integration using ESB are: [3]


Avoiding failure caused by single centralized broker since ESB using distributed
messaging services and this encourage zero downtime of service availability.



Less development time and cost since more configuration than integration construction in
ESB implementation.



One time application integration configuration to provide ready for reuse service type,
this enable same services used in different purposes.

There are some other drawbacks for the bus, which are:


Since ESB implementation requires more configuration than coding, it usually involves
more hardware to handles processing.



Learning curves of developers on ESB take more time than simple point-to-point
messaging because new skill and knowledge required configuring ESB.
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Service Management component is able to control service version, but required ongoing
management to avoid tight coupling among the services.

3.4 MESSAGE ORIENTED MIDDLEWARE
Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) is one of the cornerstone foundations that distributed
enterprise systems are built upon. MOM can be defined as any middleware infrastructure that
provides messaging capabilities. A client of a MOM system can send messages to, and receive
messages from, other clients of the messaging system. Each client connects to one or more
servers that act as an intermediary in the sending and receiving of messages. MOM uses a model
with a peer-to-peer relationship between individual clients; in this model, each peer can send and
receive messages to and from other client peers. MOM platforms allow flexible cohesive systems
to be created; a cohesive system is one that allows changes in one part of a system to occur
without the need for changes in other parts of the system.
Architecture of MOM
MOM is a client/ server infrastructure that operates on the concept of passing and queuing
messages, where passing messages is non-blocking [21]. It is software to be installed in both
portion of client and server workstation, which provide transparent communication services
through asynchronous calls or publish-subscribe between client and the server screen.
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Figure 14: MOM architecture [24]
The primary advantages of MOM are such as: [3]


The service consumer and provider are not required to connect to the network at the same
time, and this increase the flexibility and reliability of the applications being integrated.



Typically MOM provides built-in transformation mechanism to transform the received
messages to be the application server’s native formats. That means the message sender
need not convert the message format before the transmission.

However, MOM has some critical limitations, which are:


MOM may incompatible with other MOM implementation due to the use of application
specific or proprietary messaging structure in a single MOM implementation. This could
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affect the flexibility, interoperability, and portability when a new application joins into
the integration domain.


The tendency asynchronous architecture of MOM may not fit some synchronous based
inter-application communications. This is because some application requires immediate
response from the opponents before the next process to be started.

Related works of integration approaches has highlighted some approaches that have been used
for integration. This research however does not discard these integration approaches but rather
our contribution is to improve integration by incorporating legacy systems in the process of
integration. The migration approach and the point-point integration approach attempted to use
reengineering and programming scripts to cater legacy systems but however these approaches
have shortcomings that were discussed above. The ESB and MOM are types of EAI but however
they do not cater for legacy systems. It is from this background that our research exploits the EAI
to include legacy systems by incorporating the EF component model to improve broader
integration.
3.5 SUMMARY
Related works were discussed in this chapter and referred and consulted in order to understand
and research the problem. The Migration was the approach used whereby the legacy systems had
to be re-engineered so that they become integrated through use of standard protocols such as the
SOAP, UDDI, and WSDL. The point to point was another approach used to integrate legacy
systems which involves writing programming scripts such java script and vb scripts to integrate
the legacy systems. ESB and MOM were also integration approaches discussed. However all
these approach shows some gap and that gap can be covered using EF Component model. EF
Component model is used to extract data and query the database of the legacy systems and pass
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to the middleware (WCF) for integration purposes. However it is not clear on how to use the EF
Component model to integrate legacy systems in SOA environment.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.0 INTRODUCTION
Our research has been conducted using the design science methodology. Our research goal is to
evaluate EF to automatically identify violations to the Normalized Systems design theorems to
promote broader integration. The design science methodology is appropriate in this case, since
design science is primarily aimed at solving problems by developing and testing artifacts, rather
than explaining them by developing and testing theoretical hypotheses. In this research we used
the Normalized System theory to evaluate EF to identify potential issues with respect to stability
and evolvability.
The research is concerned with build and evaluates phases of an instantiation artifact. The
importance of building artifacts has been emphasized by Newell and Simon, by writing: “Each
new program that is built is an experiment; it poses a question to nature, and its behavior offers
clues to the answer” [27].

4.1 DESIGN SCIENCE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This model is an adaptation of a computable design process model developed by Takeda, et al.
[26] .The design-science paradigm has its roots in engineering and the sciences of the artificial
[29]. It is fundamentally a problem solving paradigm. It seeks to create innovations that define
the ideas, practices, technical capabilities, and products through which the analysis, design,
implementation, management, and use of information systems can be effectively and efficiently
accomplished [28].
To achieve a true understanding of and appreciation for design science as an IS research
paradigm, an important dichotomy must be faced. Design is both a process (set of activities) and
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a product (artifact).a verb and a noun [30]. It describes the world as acted upon (processes) and
the world as sensed (artifacts). This Platonic view of design supports a problem solving
paradigm that continuously shifts perspective between design processes and designed artifacts
for the same complex problem. The design process is a sequence of expert activities that
produces an innovative product (i.e., the design artifact). The evaluation of the artifact then
provides feedback information and a better understanding of the problem in order to improve
both the quality of the product and the design process. This build-and-evaluate loop is typically
iterated a number of times before the final design artifact are generated [31]. During this creative
process, the design-science researcher must be cognizant of evolving both the design process and
the design artifact as part of the research.

Guidelines for Design Science in Information Systems Research
We used the seven guidelines of design science research proposed by Lan R. Hevner [28]. Table
below summaries the seven guidelines. Each guideline is discussed in detail below
Design- Research Guidelines
Guidelines

Description

Guideline 1: Design as an Artifact

Design-science research must produce a viable
artifact in the form of a construct, a model, a
method, or an instantiation.

Guideline 2: Problem Relevance

The objective of design-science research is to
develop

technology-based

solutions

to

important and relevant business problems.
Guideline 3: Design Evaluation

The utility, quality, and efficacy of a design
artifact must be rigorously demonstrated via
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well-executed evaluation methods.
Guideline 4: Research Contributions

Effective design-science research must provide
clear and verifiable contributions in the areas
of the design artifact, design foundations,
and/or design methodologies.

Guideline 5: Research Rigor

Design-science

research

relies

upon

the

application of rigorous methods in both the
construction and evaluation of the design
artifact.
Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process

The search for an effective artifact requires
utilizing available means to reach desired ends
while

satisfying

laws

in

the

problem

environment
Guideline 7: Communication of Research

Design-science research must be presented
effectively both to technology-oriented as well
as management-oriented audiences.

Figure 15: Design-Science Research Guidelines [28]
How the Guidelines were used in Our Study
Guideline 1: Design as an Artifact - An innovative research instrument (guidelines from the
literature and claims from the product vendors) was designed for evaluation of the prototype.
EAI approach was used to design the prototype.
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Guideline 2: Problem Relevance -The use of research instrument in IS evaluation provided a
better understanding of the need for different evaluation methods at different stages of the IS
development.
Guideline 3: Design Evaluation - Comparison of the outputs of several evaluation methods
shows coherence in research findings. Experimental results from evaluating a prototype are
compared with results from the prototype system is used in practice.
Guideline 4: Research Contributions
A novel research instrument was designed by focusing on the practical utility of that IS
evaluation instrument for both researchers and practitioners. The instrument also accommodates
the differences between practice-driven and research-driven goals.
Guideline 5: Research Rigor
Design is guided by literature on evaluation methods and integration methods from several
research fields particularly IS design science research.
Guideline 6: Design as a Search Process
Various evaluation methods were studied and piloted in order to form an effective multi-method
research instrument. Outcomes of the range of evaluation methods that were used, were
compared with each other to assess face validity of the outputs.
Guideline 7: Communication of Research
Researchers involved in conducting the evaluation perceived the research instrument as useful
during the iterative design cycles of the intelligent products system.

4.2 TEST ENVIRONMENT
Our testing environment used a 3 separate legacy applications and a web server setup with the
database on a separate machine from the client application. Machines are in the same rack, so
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network latency is relatively low, but more realistic than a single-machine environment. We used
three legacy systems, the first legacy system was created using PHP, the second legacy system
was created using Java and the third legacy system was designed using C-sharp. Figure 16 below
shows in diagram the structure of the test environment which involves;
LEGACY APPLICATIONS

Figure 16: Test Environment
APPLICATION SERVER
Software Environment
Entity Framework and WCF environments


OS Name: Windows Server 2008 R2 Enterprise SP1.



Visual Studio 2010 – Ultimate.



For more on the Software platforms used see appendix A
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Hardware Environment


Dual Processor:

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU L5520 W3530 @ 2.27GHz, 2261 Mhz8 GHz,

4 Core(s), 84 Logical Processor(s).


2412 GB RAM.



136 GB SCSI250GB SATA 7200 rpm 3GB/s drive split into 4 partitions.

The experiments have been conducted in aid of our statement that an EF component promotes
broader integration in SOA environment. However, due to the high abstractions being done
between two incompatible systems (legacy application and WCF), the supplementary logic has a
significant influence on the response time of the software framework. Evaluating these
experiments can help with guidelines on how to use EF model in broadening integration.
It should be noted that because of the differences between programming languages, software
frameworks and EF implementations these tests should not be considered as an exact benchmark
for performance, but more as a validation for the negative trend that is common regardless of
technology used.
4.2.1 Prototype Architecture
From the two architecture of EAI discussed in the literature review; the bus architecture and
hub/spoke architecture, the architecture of the prototype is based on Hub/Spoke architecture.
The figure below explains the architecture;
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Figure 17: Proposed architecture
The figure 17 shows how the legacy systems are exposed using EF Component model. The
legacy systems were modified using EF component model to bridge a gap between the legacy
applications and SOA middleware (WCF). All the legacy applications were hosted on a portal.
The portal is the central place containing links to the three legacy systems in the figure above.
We made this portal to be accessed through the ftp platform. EF component model as an ORM
tool, enabled us to work with relational data as domain-specific objects, eliminating the need to
come up with different programming codes to access data. We issued queries using LINQ, then
retrieve and manipulate data. See Appendix B for snapshots.
Having accessed the data from the legacy systems with EF component we used WCF to enable
interoperability among our systems. WCF enables two or more applications to communicate
across platforms in a distributed environment. See figure 2, Chapter literature review. The data
can be from any legacy systems regardless of different programming platform. For instance
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legacy system (Java) can be consumed by any legacy systems through the portal. See Appendix
B for snapshots.
In the design phase the prototype is developed, which serves as a proof-of-concept for the claims
of EF component in the literature review. We evaluate the prototype by using NST. The purpose
of building this prototype is threefold. We use the guidelines of the literature to design the
prototype. In this way we can first evaluate whether the guidelines provide enough guidance or
whether they need more detailed specification. This also shows the guidelines' limitations
regarding scope. Then we have the possibility to provide additional guidelines to extend the
scope.
Secondly, we want to evaluate whether following the guidelines results in a broader integration
that is more evolvable. To do this we propose a set of (anticipated) changes that we apply to the
prototype. This list is based on the theoretical changes that we use to derive the combinatorial
effects. After implementing these changes, we evaluate for each change whether it causes (a)
combinatorial effect(s) or whether following the guidelines prevented the occurrence of
combinatorial effects. In this way we add a proof-of-concept on top of the theoretical proof for
our guidelines. Moreover, this way of working might reveal additional issues and/or
combinatorial effects.
Thirdly the prototype is developed iteratively. If we find possible ways to improve the guidelines
or additional combinatorial effects, we adjust or extend our guidelines and integrate the solution
in the prototype. In this way, the final prototype will be evolvable (anticipated changes can be
applied without causing combinatorial effects). However, in this study a second evaluation of the
prototype was not conducted due to the limited scope of the study.
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4.3 THE EXPERIMENTS
We now discuss the evaluation phase of the design research process. In order to evaluate our
prototype, we considered non function requirements which hinders integration such performance,
abstraction, evolvability and scalability.
The Normalized Systems Theory
We evaluated the designs with regard to their evolvability by using the NS Theory. NS Theory is
originally applied in software design [7, 19], but has shown its relevance in business process
design and enterprise architectures [34]. We evaluated EF component against criteria such
performance, scalability stability and evolvability. We used the NST theorems (separation of
concerns, separation of states, version transparency and instance traceability) [7, 19, 34] in
this dissertation to search for any via lotion of these theorems.
During evaluation we searched for combinatorial effects in the prototyped designs. These
combinatorial effects represent violations of the NST theorems. We use the NST theorems to
evaluate EF Component with regard to evolvability and stability.
We searched the combinational effects by proposing changes to the designs of the prototype and
evaluating their impact on the different designs by illustrating different contexts. If the impact is
not only proportional to the change, but also proportional to the size of the system, we report a
combinatorial effect.
The Goal- Question-Metric Approach
The GQM approach is a systematic method to find and define tailored metrics for a particular
environment [35]. The GQM approach helps to identify the reasons why particular metrics are
chosen. It also helps to interpret the values resulting from the collection of these metrics .It
consists of the following steps [36]. We used this approach as our standard measure on all the
experiments on issues such as mapping, performance and scalability.
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A solution that facilitates this comparison is to define project specific metrics. These metrics can
be founded by using the GQM method and creating questions that involve specific scenarios and
tasks that can be found in the particular project and domain. The disadvantage of the metric is
however that they are consequently only valid in the narrow domain for which they were
defined. Instead of being universally valid they only provide results for the particular goals of the
evaluation plan.
Below are a summary of the experimented we conducted and the evaluation using NST to find if
there are any violations to the architecture of the design. If they are no combinational effects, EF
would have answered the challenge of broader integration.
4.3.1 Experiment 1: Mapping
To measure the mapping of the prototype we defined our first measurement goal according to
GQM method as follows:
Goal 1: Purpose: Comparison.
Object: Prototype.
Issue: Mapping.
Viewpoints: The software development and maintenance team.
The following question was elaborated to cover the first goal; the question is of rather general
nature as they ask for common development efforts.
Question 1.1: How big is the initial effort to understand the technology and to create a design
how the technology can be implemented into the system?
Measuring Criteria
In order to answer this question we will gather the following metrics:
M1.1.1: Person-days to design and implement the mappings that are needed for a special
application (prototype). This includes the effort that is needed do initial work.
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M1.1.2: Amount of aspects that have to be implemented manually (such as transaction handling,
caching, queries and referential integrity).
M1.1.3: Amount of workarounds that were needed to implement the technology in the system.
M1.1.4: Amount of time, measured in milliseconds, spent to implement the workarounds that are
needed.
4.3.2 Experiment 2: Abstraction
EF Component model performs faster in abstracting and will not have impact on the run
time behavior of the systems
To measure the performance we defined our goal according to the GQM method as follows
Goal 2: Purpose: Comparison.
Object: Different types of legacy systems database drivers (JDBC, Ado.Net and My
SQL).
Issue: Performance.
Viewpoints: The software development and Maintenance team.
Question 2.1: which impact does the choice of the legacy system database drivers have on time
that is needed to start the application?
To measure this question we derived the following metrics
Metric 1.1.1: Time to initialize the application measured in milliseconds. This metric is
measured from the entry of an special init-method until its end. Within this
method initializations components such as database connections and caches are
executed.
The interpretation of the results of this metric will be based on the assumption that a short
initialization time is better than a long one. However it is hard to say whether a vast or a narrow
distribution where the values are rather small respectively large is more convenient. Each section
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provides a response time value upon running the test which indicates the time from start to finish
performing the operations as measured by a regular clock. In order to avoid inaccuracies all tests
were performed several times and an average response time value was calculated.
The test was divided into three sections which were benchmarked:


Create entity instances and the relationships between them.



Browse through records and their relationships and update them.



Retrieve records and their relationships and delete them.

To prove the results' independence from a specific software platform the experiments were done
for several software platforms (JDBC; ADO.NET and MYSQL). Three legacy application
systems were used written in different programming languages; PHP using mysql drivers; Java
using JDBC drivers and C-sharp using ado.net.

Figure 18: Performances charts with experiment results
The performance chart shows that the difference between response times when the EF
component is used on the legacy application with PHP database drivers and Legacy application
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with .Net drivers (c-sharp). For example the PHP test results imply that the average response
time when EF component was used (39.7908 seconds) which is very poor than the response time
when C-Sharp which has a .Net database driver is used. For more results see the tables below.
Table 1: Legacy systems with EF vs Legacy systems without EF

Table 2: Performance response Comparison
Platform
PHP
C-Sharp
Java

EF model
0.66318
0.108513
0.310825

No EF model
0.169584
0.17272
0.20896

Time Slower
3.08
-1.06
207

The experiment results are aligned with our statement that EF works with a variety of databases
servers (including Microsoft Server, Oracle and DB2); different software for databases may be
used for different legacy systems, Database Management Systems (DBMS) such as oracle,
MySqL, sql server, Java DB.
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Discussions of the Experiment
From the experiment, we noted that EF component can work with variety of databases servers,
but it is very faster with, .Net applications such as c-sharp in terms of execution speed. The
reason being that EF component is from Microsoft.Net Applications, as data conversion is not a
problem. Unlike other drivers like PHP and Java we noted that for them to be faster, they need to
be Entity framework enabled, if not for faster data abstraction we needed an EF component from
Entity framework 4.0 and beyond.
This experiment was evaluated with NS theory and found that it does not violets the theorems of
NST. The first theorem separation of concern requires that every change driver or concern is
separated from other concern. In this experiment were able to change different database drivers
from the legacy systems without actual changing anything from other applications like WCF.
Second theorem (data version transparency) states that data is communicated in a transparency
way without affecting other modules in the system; this was with our prototype we switched
different database drivers (PHP, Ado.net Java) and still be able to abstract data from and to the
WCF and Legacy systems. In this experiment there were not combinational effects.
4.3.3 Experiment 3: Query performance comparison tests
To measure the performance of the prototype we defined our second measurement goal
according to the GQM method as follows;
Goal 2: Purpose: Comparison.
Object: Different types of persistency techniques (EF and Nhibernate).
Issue: Performance.
Viewpoints: The software development and Maintenance team.
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Academic records model, from the prototype was used to execute these tests. It was generated
from the legacy applications databases using the Entity framework.
Measuring criteria
Question 1.2: How good is the responsiveness of the system from the client’s view?
M1.2.1: Response time in milliseconds of the methods of the business logic facades.
M1.2.2: Frequency distribution and standard deviation of the response time of each method.
The interpretation of the results of this metric will be based on the assumption that a short
initialization time is better than a long one. However it is hard to say whether a vast or a narrow
distribution where the values are rather small respectively large is more convenient. Therefore
the responsiveness of each of these methods will reflect the performance of the user interaction.
Experiment Conducted
The experiment is designed to measure the performance of EF using query methods. The results
show that with proper optimization EF can provide better performance. The experiments involve
querying small data and large data. The query time will be recorded, in order to compare the
effectiveness of performance on EF component model. The data was generating randomly. From
the three legacy systems, we randomly picked the legacy application with C-sharp and ado.net
drivers. Table 3 shows the records of small data and Table 4 shows the records of large data. The
comparison performance is between EF component model and Hibernate. Hibernate is an
Object/Relational Mapping technique which manages database tables with persistence objects
automatically. The experiment is designed to evaluate the query time for each mechanism. Both
statements will query from the same data with the same source. In table 3, the experiment
queried data from 100 records to 1000 records. The experiments were iterated to give average
results. The table also shows the average queried record for both EF and Hibernate and also the
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average time difference between the two. A negative difference shows that EF took less time in
execution as compared to Hibernate, which we interpreted the negative difference as being faster
in execution. For instance for 100 records table 3 shows an average of 4.975 seconds for EF
compared 4.96 of Hibernate. The difference in time is positive and we interpreted the results as
EF being slower in execution under 100 records.
Table 3: The execution time value of EF model and Hibernate with small query data
records
Queried

Average queried

Average queried time

The average time

records set

time of EF (sec)

of Hibernate (sec)

difference between
EF and Hibernate

100

4.975

4.96

0.015

200

8.02

7.12

0.9

300

12

11

1.5

400

16.17

16.21

-0.04

500

20.35

20.75

-0.40

600

24.02

25.33

-1.31

700

30.1

30.98

-0.97

800

32.96

34.06

-2

900

37.67

38.15

-0.48

1000

40.68

40.81

-0.13
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Figure 19: The percentage of time difference between EF component and NHibernate with
small queried data of records in the database
Fig 19 illustrates the number of records against time. We started loading data in the prototype
using EF component and load the prototype using NHibernate. The experiment starts with 100
records up until 1000 from dummy data from legacy database. There is a decreasing trend of the
average of time difference. When the data is queried for 100 records the EF start slowly as
compared to Nhibernate. As the records increases for instance between 500 -1000 record EF
works faster in terms execution speed.
The second set of experiment was on querying of large data records. In table 4 below, the
experiment queried data from 1000 records to 5000 records. The experiments were iterated to
give average results. The table also shows the average queried record for both EF and Hibernate
and also the difference between the two. A negative difference shows that EF took less time in
execution as compared to Hibernate, which we interpreted as being faster in execution.
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Table 4: The execution time value of EF model and Hibernate with large query data of
records in the database
Queried

Average queried

Average queried time

The average time

records set

time of EF (mins)

of Hibernate (mins)

difference between
EF and Hibernate

1000

40.68

40.81

-0.13

1500

79.72

87.09

-7.37

2000

112.81

128.09

-15.28

2500

162.27

180.89

-18.72

3000

218.11

219.478

-1.368

3500

260

278.12

-18.12

4000

300

290

10

4500

340.12

330

10.12

5000

360.2

381.2

-21.0
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Figure 20: The percentage of time difference between EF and hibernate with
large queried of records in the database
Figure 20 show that both approaches are optimal in the environment of 1000-5000 queried
record sets in the database, which was a good sign for EF component model. The values of
average time difference are quite stable when querying large data. This shows the advantage of
the support EF has from the Microsoft. Previous literature in our literature review [14]
experiments showed that EF is only good in small records and now has improved on large data.
DISCUSSION OF THE QUERRY RESULTS

According to our results from figure 19 to figure 20, EF gives slow performance in time
execution as at the beginning of querying records. This is so because EF loads the metadata (data
about data) into the memory first, takes a time. It builds in memory representation of the model
edmx file or source code and on the other hand, NHibernate allows greater specification of
loading strategies. You can eager load using a join in an initial query or a subsequent select, and
even the specify an optimal batch size on a select. None of these features are available with
Entity Framework. However, Entity Framework, produced and supported by Microsoft has the
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advantage over NHibernate in terms of developers being able to find answers to questions.
Microsoft has announced the new version of Entity framework to have those areas rectified [10].
This experiment was evaluated with NS theory and found that it violents the fourth theorem,
separation of states which requires that actions or step in a workflow are separated from each
other in time keeping state after every action or state. EF component fails to keep up with the
speed when querying for the first time. The number of data to be recorded depends on the size of
the system and thus implies a combinational effect.
4.3.4 Experiment 4 Scalability
Scalability refers to the system ability to react to significant increases in work load without the
degradation of performance. [21]
To measure the scalability we defined our goal according to the GQM method as follows
Goal 3: Purpose: Comparison.
Object: Different types of persistency techniques (EF and Nhibernate).
Issue: Scalability.
Viewpoints: The software development and Maintenance team.
Measuring criteria
Question 2.4: How big is the impact of an increasing load on the prototype?
M2.4.1: To find out the scalability behavior of the prototype the measurements of questions 1.2
will be performed using an increasing amount of request doing different operations.
Experiment Conducted
For each platform a test was ran involving 1 to 20 concurrent requests and measuring the total
time it took for EF component model to send the request.
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Figure 21: Scalability Graph
Discussion of the results
The figure 21 shows how the rate of change in execution time when the number of concurrency
request increases. From figure 21, using the application when requests are below 3, the executing
time is almost similar. However, when the number of request exceeds 5 the response time rate
the for EF Component model delays while the NHibernate drops normal. We realized that EF
Component is more viable solution for mostly smaller number of request, but wouldn’t scale
easily for more requests. We deduced that this might be probable due to the abstraction layers
(between storage models etc) and materialization.
This experiment violent the fourth theorem, separation of states which requires that actions or
step in a workflow are separated from each other in time keeping state after every action or state.
EF component fails to keep up with the steady performance when the number of request
increases and thus implies a combinational effect.
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4.4 DISSUSSIONS AND SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS
It must be noted that each of these theorem is not completely new, rather using these theorem
that identify these combinatorial effects aids to build information systems that contain a minimal
number of combinational effects. A remarkable aspect of these theorems is that a violation of
each of one of these theorems, by any developer at any moment during development or
maintenance, results in a combinatorial effect.
We conducted the evaluations of the experiment and came across combinatorial effects. This
allowed us to compare designs of the experiments to see which design cause combinatorial
effects and how they manifest themselves. After this analysis we formulated general applicable
design guidelines that prevent combinatorial effects. This iterative method of design allows us to
adjust and/or refine guidelines as we gain more insight into the problem. Subsequently, we relate
the guidelines to our findings from the experiments.
We derive the following key findings:


Legacy application’s data access drivers/ connectors.



Mapping.



Small to medium enterprise.



WCF Data Service.



Reverse engineering.

We shall discuss our findings below;
Legacy Application’s Data Access Drivers/ Connectors
For Legacy applications wanting a generalized abstraction layer with support for multiple data
sources, use ODBC database drivers and ADO database drivers. This is the most efficient,
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full-featured API in which Microsoft will continue to invest. For legacy applications built on
PHP driver, JDBC driver and OLEDB, should start looking at EF Component model 4.5 going
upwards as Microsoft has incorporated additional API for abstraction.
Having evaluated our prototype using the criteria of different connectors, we deduced that, the
legacy systems that connect the database with database connectors such as ODBC database
drivers and ADO database drivers, have no problem connecting with the EF Component
model of any version. However, some drivers such as PHP driver, JDBC driver and OLEDB
gave problems with connecting with EF Component model until we had to use a much more
latest version of EF Component model 4.5.
Mapping
New applications considering one of Microsoft's Object/Relational Mapping technologies
should start by looking at the EF Component model in .NET 4 (including LINQ to Entities)
for data access. The Entity Framework was introduced with .NET 3.5 SP1; many improvements
in .NET 4 and most new investments in object/relational mapping has happen in the Entity
Framework going forward. This guideline we found that it can reduce the violation of theorem
separation of states as now the Microsoft Corporation has claimed that the latest version of EF
Component addressed the issue of speed.
WCF Data Service
Use WCF Data Services for services that primarily expose data with few (if any) service
operations; that is, you’re primarily exposing a data model. The data model can come from
several sources: an Entity Data Model from the Entity Framework (easiest), through a Reflection
Provider over CLR objects, through Data Service Provider interfaces, or through a customer
implementation of the OData specification
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EF Component is good for small to medium enterprises
Our evaluation pointed that EF Component model is not scalable but however it is fastest when
dealing with small number of users at a given time. This means if an application has less number
of users at a given time that the entity framework is going to be the best option to use. This
guideline answers the violation of the four theorems of NST. Instead of completely ignoring EF
component model we can make use of it in small to medium enterprise
Reverse Engineering
In a legacy application where sometimes documentation no longer exists, it becomes necessary
to effectively reverse-engineer and extract important concept from its relational model. From the
literature we deduced that EF component model should be used for reverse engineering the
legacy database and migrate the data to the WCF service for consuming and providing data and
we have managed to prove it in our experiments. The EF Component model will deal with issues
of extracting inheritance structures from relational model, extracting relationships and extracting
association of different cardinalities.
4.5. SUMMARY
This chapter provided an insight on the methodology of this research which is the design science
research and also the evaluation method used which was based on the NS Theory. The bases of
this chapter was centered mainly on different research activities (i.e., build, evaluate, theorize and
justify). The chapter concluded with a discussion on the general guidelines of EF that may be
considered for further research on EF.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.0 INTRODUCTION
In this research we have provided a first start to solve the problem of integration by the use of
design science and NS theory. We have used the EAI approach to incorporate the EF to solve the
gap that exists between legacy systems and the middleware when integrating applications. We
first design the prototype guided by the claims in the literature review and vendors of the
products (Microsofts). The prototype was evaluated using the NS theory with respect to
evolvability. We contributed to NS Theory by showing its relevance to the design of an
integrated system. After the evaluation and iterating the prototype with many changes, we then
proposed our five findings to prevent combinatorial effects so that we can have an integrated
platform that promotes heterogeneity applications.
The adoption of these key findings depends on the availability of appropriate tools and expertise
and would not only enable designers to integrate legacy systems but also address practical issues
in implementing legacy integration.
5.1 CONCLUSION OF THE STUDY
The research presented the EF Component model as technological tool to be used to aid the
legacy integration in a SOA environment. The EF Component model allows applications and
data centric service to operate at a higher level of abstraction than relational tables via Entity
Data Model and rich support between the conceptual schemas and data schemas.
We need to conclude that although we have provided our findings to the design of the prototype,
they are not sufficient to prevent all combinatorial effects. The findings we have provided are
limited to the non functional requirement we have identified because of the limited scope.
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5.2 KEY FINDINGS
This research has given us an initial knowledge on how to use EF Component model in aiding
legacy integration in SOA environment. Most importantly we have managed to come up with
five guidelines which provide guidance in using EF Component model. These key findings
emphasize the importance of abstracting data from legacy system through a method of reverseengineering. These include the following;


Legacy application’s data access drivers/ connectors- we deduced that database drivers
from PHP, JDBC and OLEDB needs to use EF component model of latest version 4.5
and beyond.



Mapping-EF component model 4.5 and beyond is the best ORM tool for mapping as
Microsoft has made numerous changes to accommodate more legacy systems of different
programming language and relational models.



Small to medium enterprise- in terms of scalability the EF component model best works
when dealing with less number of request at a time. However with EF component being
support we hope in the future the issue of scalability will be rectified.



WCF Data Service – WCF is the best Service Oriented Architecture that share data easily
using service.



Reverse engineering- EF component is best for reverse engineering. Reverse engineering
the legacy database and migrate the data to the WCF service for consuming and
providing data and we have managed to prove it in our experiments. The EF Component
model will deal with issues of extracting inheritance structures from relational model,
extracting relationships and extracting association of different cardinalities.
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5.3 FUTURE RESEARCH
Despite the above results and contribution by this dissertation project, the research findings have
inherent some limitations, which suggest some sort of care and attention in interpreting and
applying or using the research findings.
The prototype couldn’t be developed more and elaborated in the discussion because the study is
limited to the available information and the time limitation of this dissertation project.
However, having concluded this research a few recommendations are made for further research.
 More prototypes should be designed with many legacy systems as our research only used
only three software platforms. This is to confirm or disapprove our guidelines we have
proposed.
 We can engage Microsoft vendors to contribute in making EF Component model a best
technology to use especially where the study has showed some short comings
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APPENDIX A

SOFTWARE PLATFORMS DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
This section provides a summary of each software framework documentation analyzed when
conducting this study. For each framework a short description is included along with a more
comprehensive discussion
JDBC
Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is an application programming interface (API) for the
programming language Java, that defines how a client may access a database. It is part of the
Java Standard Edition platform, from Oracle Corporation.
JDBC technology allows you to use the Java programming language to exploit "Write Once, Run
Anywhere" capabilities for applications that require access to enterprise data. With a JDBC
technology-enabled driver, you can connect all corporate data even in a heterogeneous
environment.
ADO.NET
ADO.NET is a set of computer software components that programmers can use to access data
and data services from the database. It is a part of the base class library that is included with the
Microsoft .NET Framework.
It is an integral part of the .NET Framework, providing access to relational, XML, and
application data. ADO.NET supports a variety of development needs, including the creation of
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front-end database clients and middle-tier business objects used by applications, tools, languages,
or Internet browsers.
MSQL
MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS); in July 2013, it
was the world's second most

[a]

widely used RDBMS, and the most widely used open-source

client–server model RDBMS.
NHIBERNATE
Hibernate ORM (Hibernate in short) is an object-relational mapping framework for the Java
language. It provides a framework for mapping an object-oriented domain model to a relational
database. Hibernate solves object-relational impedance mismatch problems by replacing direct,
persistent database accesses with high-level object handling functions
Hibernate's primary feature is mapping from Java classes to database tables; and mapping from
Java data types to SQL data types. Hibernate also provides data query and retrieval facilities. It
generates SQL calls and relieves the developer from manual handling and object conversion of
the result set.
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APPENDIX B (SNAPSHOTS OF PROTOTYPE)
These are the screenshots of one of the legacy systems we used for the experiments in this
research to demonstrate how EF component model can be used in aiding legacy integration in a
service oriented environment.
Modeling the legacy Database
Using the legacy system database named AdventureWorks, we modelled this database using EF
component model.
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After modeling the academic records database we used LINQ to entities to retrieve the real
student details from Marksheet information from the database.
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Creating the WCF service
This WCF service contains the GetAllStudent operation, which returns students details to the
client. The student details are hard code in this WCF service. Below is the screen shoot.
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Creating the service interface
After creating the WCF we created the service interface contracts. For more see figure 2,
Chapter 2 literature review, and pages 17 to 20.
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Making the Service available
Making the service available, see the snapshots below
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Legacy system Portal
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